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Our understanding of the neural basis of consciousness has substantially improved in the
last few decades. New imaging and statistical techniques have been introduced,
experiments have become more sophisticated, and several unsuccessful hypotheses
have been quite conclusively ruled out. However, neuroscientists still do not entirely agree
on the critical neural features required for sustaining perceptual conscious experiences
in humans and other primates. In this chapter, we discuss a selection of influential views
of the neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) and the predictions they make. For
example, neural activity synchronized at 40Hz used to be considered a serious candidate
for the NCC. Among current views, some expect activity in the ventral stream of the visual
processing pathway to be crucial for consciousness, others expect recurrent activity in
visual areas, distributed activity across frontoparietal areas, or specific activity in
prefrontal cortex (PFC). In particular, we focus on the predictions these views make with
respect to the role of PFC during visual experiences, which is an area of critical interest
and some source of contention. Our discussion of these views will focus mainly on the
level of functional anatomy, i.e. the level at which we consider different brain regions,

rather than at the neuronal circuitry level. We take this approach because we currently
understand relatively more about experimental evidence at this coarse level, and because
these results are appropriate for arbitrating between current theoretical frameworks. For
instance, while the Neural Synchrony Theory (Crick & Koch 1990), the Two-VisualSystems Hypothesis (Milner & Goodale 1995; 2006), and the Local Recurrency Theory
(Lamme 2010; Lamme 2006) predict that PFC activity is not critical for perceptual
consciousness, the Higher Order (Lau 2008; Lau & Rosenthal 2011) and Global
Workspace (Dehaene & Naccache 2001; Dehaene 2014; Baars 1997; Baars 2005)
Theories confer activity in PFC a crucial role in enabling conscious perception. Moreover,
while Global Workspace Theory requires global and elevated activity distributed in a
frontoparietal network, Higher Order Theory expects specific computations in PFC to be
responsible for visual conscious experiences.
While it is sometimes described as a “brain mapping” issue (for example, in the
form of questions like “Where is the neural basis of consciousness?”), finding the NCC is
hardly a simple “localization” job. This is not to say that identifying certain areas
differentially involved during conscious experiences is not part of what is required for
finding the NCC. But the theoretically interesting quest for the NCC goes beyond
straightforward “brain mapping.” Success in finding the NCC is likely to involve describing
how multiple brain areas work in conjunction to sustain conscious experiences, as well
as the neural computations and the computational architecture behind them. Importantly,
there are also important conceptual and experimental design issues that are relevant,
where philosophy can play a key role. By highlighting some neurobiological and
computational modelling results, we will argue that the currently available evidence favors
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a hierarchical processing architecture that confers a crucial, if subtle and specific, role to
PFC. After presenting the relevant results, we discuss some methodological and
functional implications of this neural architecture supporting conscious experiences. To
anticipate, we note that despite the apparent stark differences between conscious and
unconscious perceptual processing, available evidence suggests that their neural
substrates must be largely shared. This indicates that the difference in neural activity
between conscious and unconscious perceptual processing is likely to be subtle and
highly specialized. In consequence, imaging techniques that focus only on marked
differences between conscious and unconscious level of activity are likely to be
insensitive to the relevant neural activity patterns that underlie conscious experiences.
Finally, it follows from the evidence we discuss that the functional advantages of
conscious over unconscious perceptual processing may be more limited than commonly
thought.

1. Finding the neural correlates of consciousness

Scientists study the neural difference between being conscious versus unconscious in at
least two different ways. First, they may focus on the neural differences of being
conscious versus unconscious overall (e.g. wakefulness, anesthesia, coma, sleep, etc.),
also referred to as ‘state-consciousness’. Alternatively, they may focus on the neural
activity that determines whether someone is conscious of something or not (e.g. seeing
or not seeing a face, seeing a face versus seeing a house, hearing or not hearing a sound,
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feeling or not feeling pain, etc.). This is often referred to in the literature as ‘contentconsciousness’ and it will be the main focus in this chapter.1
When studying the NCC, scientists seek necessary and sufficient neural events
that cause conscious experiences.2 However, it has been acutely pointed out that finding
necessary conditions for consciousness can be challenging (Chalmers 2000). First, after
damage to a specific part of the brain (e.g. stroke, surgery, etc.), mental functions-including consciousness--may be lost. But they may also be recovered thanks to
neuroplasticity: the brain’s capacity to “rewire” itself. In some rare cases, cognitive
functions and consciousness are never lost at all, even after massive, albeit slow,
destruction of neural tissue (Feuillet et al. 2007).
Second, redundancy makes finding necessary conditions for consciousness
unlikely. It is not uncommon that the brain has redundant or backup mechanisms for
performing the same function. This means that consciousness could be sustained by
more than one neural mechanism. If mechanism x causally sustains consciousness, x is
undoubtedly an NCC. But consciousness may be overdetermined if mechanisms x and y
can cause the same type of conscious event independently. In this case, if x is damaged
but y is spared, consciousness would still take place. This would demonstrate that x is
not a necessary condition for that type of conscious event, even though it is ex hypothesi
its neural correlate (or one of them). Thus, preservation of consciousness when a brain

1

See (Hohwy 2009) for discussion of problems with the study of content- and state-NCC. See (Noe &
Thompson 2004) for discussion of problems with the content-NCC approach. For a recent review of stateNCC research, see (Gosseries et al. 2014). Note that neuroscientists’ terms ‘content-’ and ‘stateconsciousness’ are often described by philosophers as ‘state-’ and ‘creature-consciousness’, respectively
(Rosenthal 1993).
2
The term ‘correlate’ falls short from capturing necessary and sufficient conditions. We just follow the
terminology used in the field at least since (Crick & Koch 1990).
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region is destroyed, impaired or when it does not display any measurable activity does
not in and of itself show that normal activity in that region is not an NCC.
Third, convergent evolution could have produced independent mechanisms for
consciousness in two species whose common ancestor lacked either mechanism. It may
be the case that something as complex as consciousness emerged during evolution just
once, but it is not necessary. If different species (say, humans and octopuses) sustain
conscious experiences via different types of neural mechanisms, neither would be
necessary for consciousness in a strong metaphysical sense. For all these reasons,
establishing strict necessary conditions for consciousness is unlikely to be successful. If
anything, we can aspire to restricted necessity claims that include clauses like “in
humans” or “in normal conditions”.3
Finding sufficient neural conditions for consciousness is not without challenges
either. For instance, everything else being the same, the whole brain is likely to be
sufficient for sustaining conscious experiences. Yet, postulating the whole brain as the
NCC would not be informative. Instead, neuroscientists are interested in the “minimal set
of neural events jointly sufficient for a specific conscious experience (given the
appropriate enabling conditions)” (Koch 2004: 97); or “core realizers” of consciousness
for short (see Shoemaker 1981). Delimiting what counts as a core realizer is far from
straightforward (Aru et al. 2012; Chalmers 2000). For instance, when comparing a
condition in which subjects report being conscious of a stimulus against a condition in
which subjects report no consciousness of it, the difference between these two conditions
should be conscious awareness only. Yet, distilling stimulation and cognition from
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Establishing what counts as a normal condition is complicated too, but we sidestep this issue here.
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consciousness is not easy. Controlling for stimulation, attention, and performance
capacity (e.g. accuracy, reaction time, etc.), such that these are matched across
conscious and unconscious conditions is hard to achieve experimentally (Lau 2008;
Morales et al. 2015). During imaging experiments, prerequisites (e.g. stimulus
processing, attention) and consequences (e.g. performance, attention, working memory,
motor preparation, verbal report, etc.) of consciousness can be easily confounded with
the actual NCC (Lumer & Rees 1999; Aru et al. 2012; Bachmann 2015; Tse et al. 2005).
Using lesion patients for whom performance is constant across subjective judgments of
awareness and unawareness without experimental manipulation does not eliminate all
the problems. Not only these patients are rare and their deficits are often constrained in
specific ways, their lesions are hardly ever limited to clear-cut anatomical or functional
regions. Moreover, these patients’ brains often rewire and recover functions in peculiar
ways, which hinders making general inferences.
A practical limitation when studying the NCC is the methods currently available for
detecting neural activity in the relevant functional networks. In the last few decades,
sophisticated non-invasive imaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) have been added to decades-old technology like electroencephalography
(EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and positron emission tomography (PET).
These technologies, however, have strong limitations with respect to either their spatial
or temporal resolutions, or both. They are also indirect measurements of neural activity:
oxygenated blood, electrical and magnetic signals measured outside the skull or glucose
consumption detected via positron-emitting radioactive tracers. Electricocorticography
(ECoG) allows making measurements with better signal-to-noise ratio and good temporal
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resolution by placing electrodes directly over the cortex, but it requires risky surgical
intervention. For obvious medical and ethical reasons, the use of this technology in
humans is very limited. In contrast, direct single- and multi-unit recording of neural activity
offers unsurpassable spatiotemporal resolution. Unfortunately, it requires inserting
electrodes directly into or right next to neurons, making it an extremely invasive method.
In consequence, it is available almost exclusively in other animals like monkeys or rats.
Working with animal models offers multiple advantages (Passingham 2009), but the study
of consciousness may be challenging even when ingenious solutions have been devised
(Leopold & Logothetis 1996; Rigotti et al. 2013). We will come back to some of the
limitations of these methods when assessing the available empirical evidence for the
NCC.
Finally, restricted necessary and sufficient conditions should ideally be established
via causal interventions. By directly manipulating neural activity, we may reveal the causal
mechanisms underlying conscious states (Craver 2007; Neisser 2012). Manipulating the
brain safely and effectively, however, is a major challenge--especially in humans.
Genetic, chemical, and surgical interventions are risky, almost exclusively available in
other animals and likely to affect more than just conscious awareness. More promising
may be the use of non-invasive technology such as transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS). TMS pulses project a small magnetic field on to the surface of the brain through
a coil placed outside the skull. Depending on the number and frequency of pulses, the
magnetic field can enhance or inhibit neural activity in the target region. This allows
researchers to create reversible “virtual lesions” for short intervals and test whether the
target region was subserving the function of interest, including conscious awareness.
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While promising, the precise mechanisms of action of TMS are still poorly understood
and its effects can only be coarsely controlled (Sandrini et al. 2011).

2. Theoretical predictions regarding the NCC

Different theories about the nature and localization of the NCC place their explanatory
power at different levels (Hardcastle 2000). The emphasis has been sometimes laid on
neurochemistry [e.g. activation of the NDMA neuroreceptor that forms large neural
assemblies (Flohr 1995)], neuronal types [e.g. spindle neurons (Butti et al. 2013; Allman
et al. 2005)], systemic properties [e.g. integrated information (Tononi 2008)],and
functional neuroanatomy [e.g. specific neurophysiological markers and neural activity in
specific regions or networks; for recent reviews see (Koch et al. 2016; Lau & Rosenthal
2011; Dehaene & Changeux 2011)]. In this section, we briefly discuss some of the main
recent functional neuroanatomical theories. In no way this is an attempt at a thorough
review. Not only we do not discuss other viable empirical theories of the NCC, we only
make succinct presentations of the ones discussed. Rather, our goal is to show that the
theories we discuss predict different neural implementations of consciousness, especially
regarding the role of PFC, providing an opportunity to arbitrate empirically between
several theoretical frameworks.
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a. Neural Synchrony Theory

Much of the recent interest in finding the NCC was set off by the introduction of Neural
Synchrony Theory (Crick & Koch 1990). According to it, at the psychological level
consciousness depends on short-term memory and attention. At the neural level,
attention makes groups of relevant neurons to fire in a coherent way giving rise to
conscious percepts. Neurons in different areas often fire independently from each other.
However, attention can make their firing rates to become synchronized in fast waves
(between 40 and 70 times per second). This temporal coherence achieves a global unity
imposed on different areas of the brain that activates short-term (working) memory. Crick
and Koch hypothesize that this basic oscillatory mechanism underlies all kinds of
consciousness (e.g. visual, auditory, tactile, or painful experiences). Thus, the NCC is
identified in their theory with a special type of activity (i.e. neural firings oscillating at 4070Hz). The specific contents of conscious experiences depend on the specialized cortex
where the activity takes place. In the case of vision, different features of visual stimuli are
processed by different areas of visual cortex (e.g. V1/orientation, V4/color, MTV5/motion). The brain binds together all these features in a single, coherent, and
conscious percept by synchronizing the neural activity in these areas. Moreover, this
activity is coordinated by zones in sensory cortices that are rich in feedback neurons (i.e.
neurons that project from a higher area to a lower area). These feedback projecting zones
also exist in other regions, such as the thalamus or the claustrum, which may play a major
coordination role (Crick & Koch 2005). Thus, synchronized firing at about 40-70Hz is
proposed as a necessary and sufficient condition for consciousness (provided enabling
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conditions such as attention and activation of working memory are met). Importantly, even
though the NCC in Crick and Koch’s proposal are highly distributed across brain areas,
PFC is not predicted to play any significant role in sustaining conscious activity. At most,
PFC may be relevant for attention, sustaining contents in working memory, and reporting
conscious contents.

b. Two-Visual-Systems Hypothesis

According to an influential theory advanced by Milner and Goodale (1995; 2006), the
neural correlates of visual awareness are restricted to activity in the ventral stream of the
visual processing pathway. There are corticocortical projections from early visual cortex
(V1) that later split into two processing streams (Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982). One stream
is located dorsally and ends in parietal cortex, the other stream runs on a ventral pathway
that ends in inferior temporal cortex. The Two-Visual-Systems Hypothesis relies on
neurophysiological and anatomical evidence in monkeys, as well as neuropsychological
evidence in humans, to suggest activity in the dorsal stream is associated with visuallybased action (for example, saccades or visually guided hand movements) and egocentric
representations (i.e. representations of objects from the subject’s point of view). Despite
involving complex computations, activity in this stream is not normally available to
awareness according to this view. In contrast, activity in the ventral stream is typically
associated with allocentric representations (i.e. objective representations independent of
the subject’s perspective) and visual object recognition. Objective visual representations
have shape, size, color, lightness, and location constancies that allow subjects to re10

identify objects independently of viewpoint (Burge 2010). Milner and Goodale argue that
“visual phenomenology...can arise only from processing in the ventral stream” (2006:
202). In other words, activity in the ventral stream is necessary for awareness.
Additionally, attentional modulation that selects a represented object is required. Object
representations in the ventral stream and attention are jointly sufficient for conscious
awareness. Importantly, they think prefrontal cortex exert “some sort of top-down
executive control...that can initiate the operation of attentional search” (2006: 232), guide
eye movements and motor control. However, activity in prefrontal cortex would probably
be in and of itself irrelevant for conscious awareness.

c. Local Recurrency Theory

Local Recurrency Theory (LRT) proposes three stages involved in visual information
processing. First, after stimulus presentation there is a rapid, unconscious feedforward
sweep (~100-200ms) of activity from visual cortex (V1) to motor and prefrontal cortex.
Immediately after, in a second processing stage, an exchange of information within and
across high- and low-level visual areas starts taking place. This fast and widespread
information exchange is achieved by means of so-called recurrent processing, namely,
neural activity in horizontal connections within a visual area, and activity in feedback
connections from higher level areas back to lower levels (all the way back to V1). Local
recurrent processing enables the exchange of information of different visual properties
(e.g. orientation, shape, color, motion, etc.) that are processed independently in different
visual areas. This facilitates the required “perceptual grouping” (Lamme 2006: 497) for
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forming coherent conscious representations of objects. According to LRT, this second
stage of recurrent processing is the NCC as it is both necessary and sufficient for
phenomenal consciousness (Lamme & Roelfsema 2000; Lamme et al. 2002).4 Finally, in
a late third stage, this reverberating activity becomes a widespread co-activated network
involving visual and fronto-parietal areas through attentional amplification. Motor and
prefrontal cortex activity enables response preparation, keeping information in working
memory and other types of cognitive control like attending, changing response strategies
or inhibiting response. For LRT, this later fronto-parietal activity is required exclusively for
report and cognitive control (what Block (2007) calls ‘access consciousness’), not for
supporting conscious experiences themselves (what Block (2007) calls ‘phenomenal
consciousness’). One surprising consequence of the view is that conscious experiences
take place even if they are not reportable or accessible to the subject (Block 2007;
Landman et al. 2003; Sligte et al. 2008; Vandenbroucke et al. 2015). In other words, it
would be possible to be conscious without knowing it and without any possible behavioral
and cognitive manifestation of such phenomenal experiences.5 In many cases, according
to LRT, when subjects report unawareness, they may just be reporting their lack of access
to otherwise conscious experiences.

4

“That recurrent processing is necessary for visual awareness is now fairly well established, and
supported by numerous experiments.” (Lamme 2010: 216) “According to such empirical and theoretical
arguments, [local recurrent processing] is the key neural ingredient of consciousness. We could even
define consciousness as recurrent processing.” (Lamme 2006: 499)
5
See (Kouider et al. 2012; Cohen & Dennett 2011) for criticisms of the scientific viability of this position.
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d. Global Workspace Theory

According to Global Workspace Theory (GWT), after stimulus presentation, activity in
visual areas starts accumulating in two independent processing streams, one that can
lead to consciousness and another that supports unconscious processing (Del Cul et al.
2009; Charles et al. 2013; Charles et al. 2014).6 Evidence accumulation through visual
information processing in each stream races to a threshold in a “winner-takes-all” fashion
(Shadlen & Kiani 2013; Pleskac & Busemeyer 2010; Wald 1947). If activity in the
conscious stream reaches its threshold first, a sudden ignition “mobilizes” perceptual
representations to a widespread global workspace implemented in frontoparietal
interconnected neurons. This global broadcasting makes visual representations available
for report and cognitive control, which results in a visual conscious experience (Dehaene
& Changeux 2011; Dehaene & Naccache 2001). It is this globally broadcasted activity
that GWT identifies as the NCC (Dehaene et al. 2006). Simultaneously, an unconscious
stream processes the same visual stimulus. In case global ignition fails, the perceptual
representation in the unconscious stream can be used if the subject is forced to provide
a response, accounting for the commonly-observed capacity of subjects to perform above
chance even when they are unaware of stimuli. Global workspace theorists appeal to a
wealth of studies showing that all sorts of cognitive processing can be performed
unconsciously to a certain extent: visual judgments, word meaning extraction, performing
simple arithmetic operations, cognitive control, etc. (Dehaene et al. 2014). Note that this

6

Not to be confused with the dorsal and ventral streams discussed by the Two-Visual-Systems
Hypothesis. According to GWT, the conscious and unconscious streams may be implemented in largely
overlapping anatomical regions in visual areas.
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dual-stream approach makes the surprising assumption that every stimulus is processed
twice simultaneously, which imposes stringent and possibly unnecessary computational
requirements on the brain.
Global workspace theorists note that unconscious performance and neural activity
associated to it are rarely at the same level as during conscious conditions. Thus, global
ignition provides a necessary and minimally sufficient signature of consciousness, which
according to the view, increases and maintains performance and cognitive flexibility. This
signature is identified by GWT with frontoparietal activity in fMRI studies and with sudden,
widespread activity in a late (~270-650ms) positive voltage in frontoparietal areas in EEG
studies (also known as the P300 component) (Del Cul et al. 2007; Sergent et al. 2005;
Lamy et al. 2009).

e. Higher Order Theory

The Higher Order Theory (HOT) of consciousness holds that a mental state is conscious
by virtue of its relation to some higher-order state. A perceptual representation alone is
never in and of itself conscious. Rather, it becomes conscious when it is somehow
“tagged” or meta-represented by another, higher-order state. According to some versions
of HOT, this relation is achieved by means of the higher-order state’s representing the
first-order state in ways similar to thought or perception (Rosenthal 2004). What different
versions of higher order theories have in common is that “a mere change in the higher
order representation or process is sufficient to lead to a change in subjective awareness,
even if all first-order representations remain the same” (Lau & Rosenthal 2011: 365).
14

HOT holds that first-order representations depend on neural activity in early visual
areas, whereas higher-order processes are implemented mainly in prefrontal (and
parietal) cortex in both human and other primates (Lau & Rosenthal 2011). More
specifically, consciousness emerges from a hierarchical processing architecture in which
unconscious visual information processed in early areas gets selected by downstream
mechanisms in PFC. One of HOT’s main predictions, then, is that disrupting the activity
responsible for sustaining higher-order processes in prefrontal cortex should affect or
eliminate visual experiences without affecting performance (because performance is
driven mainly by unconscious first-order representations in early sensory cortex).
Importantly, disruptions to PFC should affect conscious experiences themselves, not just
report or access to visual experiences, as expected by LRT. In contrast to GWT, HOT
does not expect global activity to be predictive of conscious awareness. PFC activity
related to consciousness may be very subtle as it just needs to select relevant visual
processes in early areas. Thus, HOT predicts that massive alterations to PFC may not be
sufficient to disrupt consciousness as long as specific PFC activity is preserved. Perhaps
more surprisingly, some versions of HOT predict that specific activity in PFC is necessary
and minimally sufficient for consciousness. In other words, if the ‘tagging’ activity normally
responsible for consciousness takes place in the absence of a ‘tagged’ state, conscious
experiences may still occur.

In summary, these theories make very different general predictions about the nature and
location of the NCC. They also make very different specific predictions regarding the role
of PFC in consciousness, behavior, and the computational architecture underlying
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conscious processing. Neural Synchrony Theory, Two Visual Systems Hypothesis, and
Local Recurrency Theory focus on activity in sensory areas in fact denying any role in
consciousness for PFC.7 GWT accepts PFC plays an important role, emphasizing the
heightened level of activity and its distribution through frontoparietal areas. In contrast,
HOT confers PFC a dominant role in consciousness because of the specific and subtle
function it plays within a hierarchical processing architecture.
A clear sign of progress in the scientific quest for the neural correlates of
consciousness is that despite their initial popularity, some theories are completely
abandoned in light of subsequent evidence. The Neural Synchrony Theory, for example,
has lost credibility thanks to multiple studies finding oscillations at 40Hz in the absence
of awareness and failing to detect these same oscillations during reports of conscious
experiences (for a brief review, see Koch et al. 2016). The Two-Visual-Systems
Hypothesis (at least with respect to its commitment to the ventral stream being the NCC)
has also been subject of strong skepticism after considering the mounting evidence
against the independence of the dorsal and ventral streams and their proposed clear-cut
roles (Wu 2014; Briscoe & Schwenkler 2015).
In the next two sections, we discuss neuroscientific and computational evidence
relevant for arbitrating between the theoretical frameworks of the other three theories
discussed in this section--LRT, GWT and HOT--and their predictions regarding the NCC
and PFC’s involvement.

7

Neural Synchrony Theory and Local Recurrency Theory further specify that consciousness is associated
with a specific type of feedback activity.
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3. The NCC: Evidence for PFC’s involvement

Activity in PFC is crucial for supporting conscious perceptual experiences.8 Multiple
neuroimaging studies have systematically found increased activity in prefrontal and
parietal cortex when comparing conscious versus unconscious conditions, often even
when performance capacity is controlled for (Lau & Passingham 2006; Sergent et al.
2005; Gross et al. 2004; Dehaene et al. 2001; for recent reviews see Dehaene &
Changeux 2011; Lau & Rosenthal 2011; Odegaard et al. 2017; Boly et al. 2017). Some
researchers minimize PFC’s importance in the NCC arguing that it plays an important
function in attention, report, and cognitive control, but that it has a negligible role in
consciousness (Koch et al. 2016; Tsuchiya et al. 2015). While these ideas are not new
(Lumer & Rees 1999; Tse et al. 2005), they have sparked a renewed interest in the topic.
Admittedly, interpreting imaging results can be challenging. During an imaging
experiment, reasons other than a causal role in supporting conscious experiences might
lead to statistically significant results (e.g. noise or different functions performed by the
same areas). As discussed in section 1, a more robust way of determining if an area of
the brain is necessary for supporting a function is to permanently or temporarily impair it.
If the function is lost, a constrained necessity claim may be warranted. Relatedly, if the
function is not lost, not only constrained necessity claims are harder to maintain, the nonaffected areas become candidates for being sufficient for supporting that function.9 With

8

For simplicity we refer collectively to PFC, but activity relevant for consciousness is likely to be found in
more specific areas, such as dorsolateral PFC, insula, and other orbitofrontal and rostrolateral regions.
9
Necessity claims or denials in this context have to be constrained for the reasons discussed in the first
section. Other species may implement consciousness differently, preventing any unconstrained necessity
claim. But, perhaps more importantly for the neuroscientific study of consciousness, failures to eliminate a
function--consciousness in this case--need not imply that the area was not necessary (in a constrained
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this logic in mind, recent studies with carefully controlled psychophysical methods have
investigated how PFC lesions (Del Cul et al. 2009; Fleming et al. 2014) and temporarily
induced impairments by transcranial magnetic stimulation (Rounis et al. 2010) impact
visual experiences. The results of these studies have been univocal: permanent and
temporary impairments to PFC do not abolish objective visual task performance capacity,
while they affect subjective judgments. Either the percentage of visible stimuli decreased
despite constant performance (Rounis et al. 2010; Del Cul et al. 2009) or these subjective
judgments became less diagnostic of task performance (Fleming et al. 2014). In the case
of lesion patients, the capacity to use subjective ratings to diagnose task performance
(i.e. metacognitive capacity) was impaired by 50% (Fleming et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, several objections are often raised against this evidence. First, it is
argued that these impairments only affect subjective judgments mildly, while damage to
early visual areas like V1 abolish visual consciousness completely; second, that PFC
does not represent conscious content specifically, which confers it a limited role (if any);
and, third, that the activity detected in PFC during imaging studies pertain to attention and
report, not consciousness per se. We address these objections in order.

way) for supporting the function. The impairment might not have been specific enough or the brain might
have repurposed other circuits to implement that function which, otherwise, would have been
implemented in the impaired area under normal conditions.
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a. PFC activity related to consciousness is highly specific

Lesions to V1, in fact, can often completely abolish visual experiences (Melnick et al.
2016; Weiskrantz 1997). When V1 is affected, like in blindsight, the sensory signal is
degraded to the point of preventing subjective judgments of consciousness. In blindsight
patients, the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is spared. This relay center of visual
information from the retina to early visual areas in the occipital lobe is located in the
thalamus, and is likely responsible for driving objective performance of blindsight patients
(Schmid et al. 2010). This does not rule out that in normal cases proper functioning of
early visual areas is necessary, even if not sufficient, for consciousness.
A second point to highlight is that PFC functions very differently from sensory
cortices. For instance, neuronal coding in PFC is relatively distributed, is rarely linear and
shows a high degree of mixed selectivity (Mante et al. 2013; Rigotti et al. 2013). This
means that, unlike visual cortex whose function is highly specialized for processing visual
information, PFC’s role in consciousness is performed by highly specific patterns of
activity as it is responsible for carrying out many other functions as well. Therefore, to
exclusively produce a large disruption of perceptual experience, neural patterns of activity
in PFC would need to be affected in highly specific ways.
Relatedly, frontal and parietal cortices are densely connected and frontal regions
display high neuroplasticity (Miller & Cohen 2001; Andersen et al. 1985; Barbas &
Mesulam 1981; Cavada & Goldman-Rakic 1989; Petrides & Pandya 1984; Croxson et al.
2005). This implies that the brains of patients with frontal impairments can rewire rapidly
by the time they can be tested, often several months after the lesion. Lesions produced
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by trauma, stroke or ablation are often too unspecific, but sometimes they are extended
enough to likely include all regions responsible for consciousness. However, because
these same regions support many central cognitive functions (Badre & D’Esposito 2009;
Miller 2000; Duncan & Owen 2000; Passingham & Wise 2012), patients may be so
generally impaired that testing them immediately following the brain damage may not be
straightforward (Knight & Grabowecky 1995; Mettler 1949). As further support for this
point, chemical inactivation in rodent and monkey PFC and regions strongly connected
to PFC (e.g. pulvinar) lead to strong effects in subjective confidence judgments without
affecting performance in perceptual and even memory tasks. In these cases, the animals
are tested immediately after PFC or pulvinar are inactivated, preventing compensatory
rewiring (Lak et al. 2014; Romanski et al. 1997; Shipp 2003; Komura et al. 2013; Pessoa
& Adolphs 2010; Miyamoto et al. 2017). This background makes the specific effects of
lesions or temporary impairments of PFC on subjective judgments indeed quite robust.

b. PFC encodes specific content

Another recent objection is that PFC activity does not encode specific content (Koch et
al. 2016), making its role as the NCC likely to be limited. First, specific content
representation of visual experiences in PFC is not explicitly predicted by all theories. For
instance, PFC may enable conscious perception through connections to early visual
areas where the specific content is supported (Lau & Rosenthal 2011). Second, and
perhaps more importantly in terms of interpreting the available neuroscientific evidence
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correctly, denying that PFC represents explicit contents of conscious experiences is
empirically unsupported.
Researchers often perform simple contrastive univariate analysis with fMRI data.
In this kind of analysis, the overall levels of activity belonging to one experimental
condition is simply compared to (subtracted from) the overall levels of activity in another
condition (e.g. conscious versus unconscious trials). But it is known that univariate fMRI
analysis provides limited sensitivity. As mentioned above, activity in PFC is hardly linear
and neurons exhibit mixed selectivity, which varies widely upon contextual changes.
Measuring the overall levels of activity is at best a coarse approximation to total neural
activity. Hence, visual content supported by specific patterns of activity may only be
decoded effectively with careful analysis and sophisticated modelling strategies (Ester et
al. 2015; Stokes 2015). This includes multivariate analyses that go beyond a simple
subtraction of overall activity. One example of this is multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA),
where a decoder is trained to classify the patterns of activity in two conditions of interest.
For example, if subjects are presented with two types of stimuli in different trials, say,
houses and faces, the decoder can be trained to distinguish between patterns of activity
pertaining to houses and patterns pertaining to faces. A successful decoder classifies
above chance a novel set of data (usually data from the same subject that was not used
during training) as belonging to house- or face-trials. MVPA reveals that perceptual
content can be decoded from PFC in a simple perceptual decision task (Cortese et al.
2016), and that the pattern of activity in PFC reflects specific perceptual content even
under several straining conditions (Wang et al. 2013). In another recent study, patterns
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of activity specific to subjective confidence judgments in perceptual and memory trials
were successfully decoded from PFC (Morales et al. Forthcoming).
Finally, it could be objected that the spatiotemporal resolution of fMRI offers only
a limited insight into neural activity, even when these sophisticated multivariate analyses
are used. After all, it only gives us access to ~2 second snapshots of indirect bloodoxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity driven by the hundreds of thousands of neurons
found in each voxel (i.e. the minimum resolution in fMRI, equivalent to a 3D pixel of
approximately 3 x 3 x 3mm). However, direct single- and multi-unit neural activity
recording in monkeys offer a significantly higher spatiotemporal resolution (i.e. in the
order of milliseconds and down to a single neuron) and multiple studies have
unambiguously confirmed that specific perceptual decisions can be decoded from PFC
(Kim & Shadlen 1999; Rigotti et al. 2013; Mante et al. 2013).

c. PFC is crucial for consciousness, not just attention or report

Together, the aforementioned evidence indicates that activity in PFC is necessary for
visual consciousness. However, most of the fMRI studies mentioned above involved
subjects explicitly reporting their conscious experience. A legitimate worry is that this
activity does not reflect conscious perception per se and that, rather, it is confounded by
the task demand to report or attend the stimulus (Koch et al. 2016; Tsuchiya et al. 2015).
Some of these concerns have been recent rekindled by neuroimaging studies where
subjects were not required to make explicit subjective judgments about visual stimuli and
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activity in prefrontal cortex previously related to consciousness was significantly
diminished or undetected (Tsuchiya et al. 2015; Frässle et al. 2014).
The issues concerning limited sensitivity of methods commonly used in fMRI
studies, specifically univariate analysis concerning PFC, are relevant here. Using more
sensitive methods in humans, such as direct intracranial electrophysiological recording
(electrocorticography, or ECoG), reveals activity related to visual consciousness in PFC
even when subjects were not required to respond to the stimulus (Noy et al. 2015).
Perhaps more importantly, in direct neuronal recordings in nonhuman primates who
viewed stimuli passively, activity specifically related to the stimulus was detected in PFC
(Panagiotaropoulos et al. 2012). It could be argued, however, that even under passive
viewing an over-trained animal may still attend the stimuli or implicitly prepare a report
(which could increase prefrontal activity for reasons unrelated to consciousness). But
even unreported features of a visual stimuli can be decoded from PFC activity. That is,
even when the animal had to report on a different, orthogonal stimulus feature, the
unattended and unreported feature was encoded in PFC (Mante et al. 2013). It is very
unlikely that the monkeys prepared to attend or report on both features, especially
considering that the task was challenging and involved near-threshold stimuli.
It is important to note that this does not mean that in studies of conscious
perception making explicit reports does not further drive activity in PFC. PFC activity is
involved in all sorts of higher cognition, not just conscious awareness. But this is
consistent with the hypothesis that most univariate imaging techniques will only reveal
the most heightened activity. It is also consistent with the observation by Noy and
colleagues (2015) that their positive ECoG findings in PFC were subtle when no report
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was required. Still, in more direct recordings unreported stimulus features were robustly
decoded, almost at the same level as attended and reported features (Mante et al. 2013).
Thus, we conclude that objections from the so-called ‘no-report’ paradigms may have
been exaggerated.

In summary, the important role of PFC in visual conscious experiences resists common
objections. As anticipated in the first section, when looking for the NCC, methodological
hurdles have to be considered with utmost care. When studying consciousness, noninvasive tools like fMRI may seem ideal for making inferences about neural function in
humans. However, its spatiotemporal limitations as well as the prevalence of simple
statistical approaches should give us pause, especially when confronted with null
findings. When ECoG and single- and multi-unit cell recordings along with multi-voxel
pattern decoding analysis are incorporated, the picture that emerges is that activity in
PFC is a serious candidate for being the NCC. We note that this is incompatible with the
main predictions made by LRT. Also, despite predicting an involvement of PFC during
global ignition, GWT’s requirement of global, heightened activity does not fit well with the
evidence presented in this section. This evidence points towards a more subtle and
specific role of frontal activity during conscious awareness. HOT also predicts an
important role of PFC as the NCC but, in contrast to GWT, it does not require the relevant
activity to be particularly heightened or distributed.
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4. The architecture of the NCC: computational considerations

Neuroimaging as well as direct cortical recordings offer evidence for determining where
activity supporting conscious experiences is located in the brain. Multivariate analyses
can even distinguish specific patterns of conscious and unconscious activity, rather than
merely detecting a difference in levels of activity. Nevertheless, finding the NCC is not
only a ‘localization’ problem. At the level of analysis we are focusing on, it also involves
finding the computational architecture most likely to account for the available
neurophysiological and behavioral evidence. Computational modelling offers a noninvasive, formal way of comparing different models’ capacities to account for behavioral
data

obtained

in

normal

experimental

conditions.

Unlike

neuroimaging

and

neurophysiology, where different conditions prevail across different experiments, in
computational modelling the same data from a single experiment can be fed to a range
of models. This is especially important for comparing the likelihood of rival possible
computational architectures of the NCC, giving them an equal chance to fit the data.
Some possible models of how perceptual processing and conscious processes
interact in the brain are directly ruled out by the neurophysiological evidence. For
example, a model that does not predict unconscious and conscious perceptual
processing to take place in two distinct regions, like the one implied by LRT, is not
particularly promising when evidence of the importance of frontal regions for visual
consciousness is considered. Nevertheless, multiple computational architectures may be
compatible with the extant neurophysiological evidence that privileges PFC. Unconscious
and conscious processes could be instantiated in different fashions. For example, on one
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model these distinct processes could operate in parallel. On another model, perceptual
conscious processing could operate hierarchically such that later activity associated with
consciousness operates as if evaluating the quality of unconscious visual processes.
We explore this issue with the illustrative case of experiments in which
performance is matched while subjective judgments differ. Humans and some nonhuman
animals make perceptual decisions about the external world all the time, and they are
also capable of making subjective judgments regarding the quantity, quality or reliability
of their evidence regarding such perceptual decisions (e.g. by making one decision over
another, by extending or suspending a search for resources, by providing visibility or
confidence ratings, by placing bets regarding their likelihood of being correct, etc.) (Smith
2009; Beran et al. 2012; Fleming & Frith 2014).
Notoriously, objective perceptual decisions and subjective judgments about the
stimuli can come apart in the laboratory and in clinical contexts. For instance, blindsight
patients can objectively discriminate visual stimuli while denying having any subjective
experience of them (Weiskrantz 1997). In experimental conditions, humans (Maniscalco
& Lau 2016; Rounis et al. 2010; Lau & Passingham 2006; Vlassova et al. 2014; Rahnev
et al. 2011) and some other animals (Lak et al. 2014; Komura et al. 2013; Fetsch et al.
2014) can exhibit similar dissociations: subjects achieve comparable performance levels
in a perceptual task while providing different subjective reports in different conditions. For
example, in masking experiments (Maniscalco & Lau 2016; Del Cul et al. 2009; Lau &
Passingham 2006), long and short gaps between stimulus presentation and the
presentation of a mask allow subjects to identify the stimulus correctly at similar rates,
while their subjective ratings of how visible the stimulus was differ significantly. These
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dissociations offer a unique opportunity to assess the specific processes involved in
consciousness while distinguishing them from mere perceptual processing.
Here we consider three models recently used to fit data from a masking experiment
(Maniscalco & Lau 2016): a single-channel, a dual-channel, and a hierarchical model
(Figure 1). The single-channel model holds that subjective and objective judgments are
different ways of evaluating the same underlying evidence generated by a single
perceptual process. This sensory evidence consists on the sensory signal that arises in
the brain after stimulus presentation plus the internal noise always present in neural
processing. This sensory evidence is processed by the perceptual system and both
objective and subjective systems tap into the same processing stream.
According to the dual-channel model, objective perceptual judgments are based
on the same sensory evidence as subjective judgments when the subject is conscious of
the stimulus, while unconscious perceptual judgments are based on an independent,
parallel source of evidence. ‘Conscious’ and ‘unconscious’ streams receive the same
sensory signal but this gets affected independently by different sources of noise. If the
conscious processing stream reaches a threshold first, the stimulus is classified by the
brain as ‘seen’ and the sensory evidence is amplified and made available in working
memory for further cognitive control (e.g. making a perceptual judgment about the
stimulus and report that it was consciously seen). If the consciousness threshold is not
crossed, the stimulus is classified by the brain as ‘not seen’ and the evidence
accumulated in the conscious channel is discarded. If the subject still has to provide an
answer--for instance, if prompted by the experimenter--the sensory evidence
accumulated in the unconscious channel is used to provide a forced response.
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Figure 1. Diagrams of three computational models of objective and subjective
judgments. Single-channel model. The same evidence (sensory signal + internal noise)
gives rise to objective and subjective judgments. Dual-channel model. Two parallel
streams of conscious and unconscious perceptual processing run simultaneously, each
influenced by independent sources of noise. If the subjective judgment is given the lowest
rating (e.g. “not seen”, “not confident”, “guess”) the unconscious stream is used for
objective classification, otherwise the conscious stream is used. Hierarchical model.
Objective and subjective judgments are driven by different processes organized in a serial
hierarchy. An early stage produces objective judgments and a later stage of processing
produces subjective judgments, as if evaluating the quality of the former. The second
stage inherits the noise of the first, influenced by the early stage, but not vice versa.
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Finally, according to the hierarchical model, the sensory evidence available for
objective and subjective judgments differ, but it is not independent. The sensory signal
(plus noise) is used to make objective perceptual judgments. Then, subsequent
processing of this same evidence, in addition to a new source of noise, is used to make
subjective judgments (Cleeremans et al. 2007; Fleming & Daw 2017). Thus, the
accumulated evidence at the late stage might become degraded by the time it is tapped
by subjective mechanisms due to signal decay or accrual of noise, or it may be enhanced
due to further processing.
We note that these models have been proposed based on conceptually reasonable
grounds. In other words, finding which fits the empirical data better provides us with
substantial insight regarding the computational architecture behind conscious perception.
After performing formal model comparison, Maniscalco & Lau (2016) found that the
hierarchical model provided the best and more parsimonious fit to the data of the
metacontrast masking experiment, and it was also superior in reproducing the empirical
data pattern in a series of simulations. The hierarchical model was able to account for the
dissociation between performance and subjective visibility ratings by supposing that
early-stage perceptual processing is better transmitted to late-stage processing when the
gap between stimulus and mask is longer. Since the early stage influences task
performance and the late stage governs subjective judgments, longer gaps allow more
evidence accumulation. This results in higher subjective visibility judgments in trials with
longer gaps between the stimulus and the mask than in trials with short gaps, in spite of
having similar task performance.
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The last point is of importance for arbitrating between the theories of
consciousness discussed in the previous sections. LRT does not make the prediction that
the manipulation of the second processing stage changes subjective judgments without
affecting task performance, bearing more functional resemblance to a single-channel
model. Although GWT allows for unconscious above-chance performance, it does not
predict unconscious performance will be at the same level if global workspace activity,
likely implemented in fronto-parietal regions, is disrupted. Some global workspace
theorists explicitly endorse this dual-channel model which, at least for the masking
dataset reported above, does not account well for the dissociation of objective and
subjective judgments (Del Cul et al. 2009; Charles et al. 2013; Charles et al. 2014). The
dual-channel model espoused by GWT, then, does not aptly account for the data
presented in the previous section, where altering PFC normal functioning affects
subjective judgments but preserves performance at normal levels (Rounis et al. 2010;
Fleming et al. 2014). In any case, the idea of perfectly parallel processing routes for
conscious and unconscious visual stimuli is unlikely to reflect the real neural circuitry
involved in visual processing. As discussed above, for a long time the dorsal and ventral
streams of visual processing were taken to be exclusively involved in unconscious and
conscious visual representation, respectively (Milner & Goodale 2006). However,
information within both streams is likely to be integrated (Wu 2014), and unlikely to be
sufficient for consciousness. In sharp contrast to LRT and GWT, HOT predicts that late
stage activity can be disrupted without affecting task performance. HOT explicitly
proposes that downstream brain areas like PFC render sensory activity conscious by
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evaluating it. This puts HOT in close functional proximity to the hierarchical model, whose
performance was far superior to the other two.
It is important to note that these results are limited to the analyzed dataset in
Maniscalco & Lau (2016) and only further testing may confirm whether they generalize to
other datasets, other experimental paradigms, or the hierarchical model outperforms
other models. Nevertheless, it is also important to highlight that these results fit well with
the data presented in the previous section according to which activity in PFC is crucial for
conscious experiences. The second stage in the hierarchical model may be played by
specific patterns of activity in PFC, while the earlier processing stage takes place in early
visual areas.

5. Further implications for the NCC

The neuroscientific and computational evidence presented in the previous sections
suggests that the NCC may be found in a hierarchical processing architecture of
perceptual signals in the brain. In this section, we explore some relevant implications of
this architecture of the NCC.

a. Conscious and unconscious neural circuitry is largely shared

The Hierarchical model favored by the formal model comparison results holds that
unconscious and conscious objective performance is based on the same perceptual
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evidence. Combined with available neuroscientific evidence, this suggests early visual
and association areas support objective judgments while PFC taps onto this evidence
later in the processing hierarchy, as if evaluating it, to give rise to consciousness. One
consequence of this architecture is that, as far as visual information processing is
concerned, unconscious and conscious mechanisms are mostly shared. PFC consciousrelated engagement with visual representations constitutes only a late portion of the
conscious processing stream, otherwise shared with unconscious representations. This
important realization should impact how we study consciousness as well as how we think
about the function of consciousness.

b. Distinguishing conscious and unconscious activity requires subtle methods

The fact that these mechanisms are largely shared points towards a subtle difference
between conscious and unconscious processing. When controlling for stimulus strength
and performance in an experimental setting, which is crucial for discovering the NCC,
neural activity levels are not likely to differ greatly between conscious and unconscious
trials. Activity in PFC is often not linearly correlated with behavior or stimulus properties
and frontal neurons often have mixed selectivity properties that code distinct properties
on a highly contextual manner (Rigotti et al. 2013; Mante et al. 2013). This suggests that
we need to be very careful when interpreting results of purported elevated and distributed
activity in conscious conditions (Lamy et al. 2009; Koivisto et al. 2016; Koivisto & Grassini
2016; Railo et al. 2011; Pitts et al. 2014; Dehaene 2014). In some of these experiments,
it is often the case that stimulus strength and performance is inadequately controlled for
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and, sometimes, dated conceptions of the nature of perception hinder the interpretation
of these results (Morales et al. 2015). For instance, it is easy to mistakenly include activity
related to objective stimulus processing as part of activity responsible for consciousness.
The interpretation of null findings also demands caution. Detecting subtle neural
activity specifically involved in consciousness requires highly sensitive methods. Current,
non-invasive imaging technologies like univariate fMRI, MEG, or EEG are not ideal for
such task as they are only able to detect the strongest signals from the brain. Because of
their particular limitations and their indirect nature, subtle yet critical activity in prefrontal
cortex is easily missed when comparing activity from conscious and unconscious
conditions. In other words, while there may be nothing wrong with positive results when
these methods detect strong activity in prefrontal cortex, we should be conservative about
the meaning of null findings. The computational and empirical evidence gathered from
more powerful methods suggest that, for the most part, only subtle and highly specific
patterns of activity are relevant for consciousness. It should not be surprising then, that
crude methods--advanced as they are--turn out to be often unsuited for detecting critical
activity for consciousness in PFC.

c. The function of consciousness may be limited

If the mechanisms for unconscious and conscious processing are mostly shared and their
difference is expected to be subtle and specific, it is possible that consciousness per se
does not contribute significantly to visual information processing, task performance or
behavior in general (Rosenthal 2008; Rosenthal 2005; Robinson et al. 2015). It is hardly
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contested that the brain can perform lots of perceptual and cognitive tasks unconsciously
(Phillips 2016; Peters & Lau 2015): anything from stimulus detection (Tsuchiya & Koch
2005) and word identification (Dehaene et al. 2001), to processing word meanings (Luck
et al. 1996; Gaillard et al. 2006) or performing basic arithmetic (Van Opstal et al. 2011).
Even high-level cognitive functions, like cognitive control (Koizumi et al. 2015) or working
memory (Samaha et al. 2016) show no apparent benefit from conscious awareness in
controlled experimental conditions.
Denying the role of consciousness in behavior might strike as rather
counterintuitive. Conscious experiences, it would seem, allow us to make fine-grained
discriminations and to increase performance, and even to form beliefs, reason, and act
(Tye 1996). In fact, in experiments showing above-chance performance in unconscious
trials, the effects tend to be small and elicited only in forced-choice contexts. However,
unconscious stimuli often differ from conscious ones in other ways besides
consciousness. For instance, stimuli are often rendered unconscious by weakening
perceptual stimulation (e.g. lower contrast, shorter presentation, higher noise, inattention,
etc.), which has the effect of reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of the perceptual evidence.
A lower signal-to-noise ratio alters first-order representations, expectedly decreasing
performance capacity and the effect of attentional magnification. In these cases, it is the
decreased signal-to-noise ratio elicited by the stimulation conditions rather than the
stimulus being unconscious what accounts for the difference in performance capacity.
This is why it is crucial to insist that performance capacity is a confound that needs to be
controlled for when searching for the NCC (Morales et al. 2015). This, of course, is not to
deny consciousness has some function; although it does invite to rethink what the
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functions of consciousness might be (e.g. the initiation of action or availability for rational
thought). Here we just point out that it is not a necessary trait of conscious experiences
to enable better performance than during unconscious processing.

6. Conclusions

The current science of consciousness is gradually achieving maturity. Fair assessments
of empirical evidence related to the NCC, however, require subtle and thorough
theoretical work.

Determining

necessary and

sufficient

neural conditions

for

consciousness goes beyond merely ‘mapping’ conscious-related activity (or lack thereof)
onto certain brain areas. First, detecting or failing to detect activity in a brain area is not
immediately uncontroversial evidence in favor or against that area being the NCC. For
instance, activity in certain areas during conscious conditions may be confounded with
activity of some other cognitive capacities related to performance, attention or cognitive
control. Also, activity supporting consciousness in normal situations may be subtle and,
hence, hard to detect with traditional methods. In consequence, scientists and
philosophers need to be cautious as a few null results may not be sufficient for ruling out
certain area as an important NCC. Second, a simple mapping of relevant brain areas is
insufficient

for

explaining

the

overall

computational

architecture

supporting

consciousness. Even if certain brain area is found to be related to consciousness, activity
in that area could be consistent with different processing architectures. So, the NCC is
probably better understood as brain-wide interconnected processing rather than isolated
activity in a single brain area.
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Importantly, the empirical efforts behind the search for the NCC go beyond
functional localization as they can also shed light on theoretical issues. As different
theories make distinct predictions regarding the neurofunctional and computational
architecture involved in consciousness, we can use empirical findings to arbitrate
between these theories. Here we found that the main predictions made by the Local
Recurrency Theory regarding the NCC are not supported by current available evidence.
A vast body of evidence using different methodologies privileges PFC as a crucial area
for consciousness, which is incompatible with its central predictions. In contrast, both
Global Workspace and Higher Order Theories predict PFC must have a major function in
conscious awareness. We argued from a study involving a formal model comparison that
a hierarchical computational model akin to HOT’s prediction of a serial processing stream
is better supported than a dual-channel model akin to some versions of GWT’s prediction
that objective and subjective processes are implemented in parallel. While this result is
limited to the analyzed dataset, when considered along the systematic findings of PFC
relevant role for consciousness, confidence in a hierarchical implementation of the NCC
may be bolstered.
Finally, the data we presented point towards some important, although perhaps
unexpected, features of the study of the NCC and consciousness itself. Firstly, we argued
that the neural activity involved in conscious and unconscious perception may be largely
shared. This suggests that the NCC involve subtle activity differences from unconscious
processing which are detectable only by highly sensitive methods. Secondly, the function
of consciousness may be limited. While a subtle difference in neural activity does not
necessarily imply a subtle difference at the psychological, behavioral, or phenomenal
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level, it does make it a possibility. Only future research will be able to confirm or reject
this hypothesis.
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